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ZOOM UP THE HIGHWAY OF HOPE

WORKING THE RECOVERY STEPS
“STEP FOUR”
Made a searching and fearless moral
and financial inventory of ourselves

SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE: TRUTH & TOLERANCE

FOURTH STEP PRAYER
Dear God,
It is I who has made my life a mess. I have done it, but I cannot
undo it. My mistakes are mine and I will begin a searching and
fearless moral and financial inventory. I will write down my
wrongs, but I will also include that which is good. I pray for the
strength to complete the task.

STEP FOUR
MADE A SEARCHING AND FEARLESS MORAL AND
FINANCIAL INVENTORY OF OURSELVES.

MORAL INVENTORY
SEXUAL CONDUCT
This topic invites considerable discomfort among many of our
members, but it is essential to our moral inventory. The good news
is that this issue doesn’t apply to any honest and consensual
relations. We have no concern about our member’s practices or
preferences in these matters.
The moral inventory of our sexual behavior is concerned only about
the hurtful or dishonest areas of our sex conduct. This is an area
that many of us have shameful secrets that we need to address. In
many cases our gambling took us to places where we lowered our
moral standards. Oftentimes sex was just perceived as another
commodity to be bought and sold. Frequently lies were told and
people were hurt. In some cases, sex and affection were given or
withheld and used as weapons in relationships to reward or punish.
There is a saying in recovery that “we are only as sick as our
secrets”. Often these secrets we carry pertaining to our sex conduct
are some of the most painful and shameful. If we don’t address them
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MORAL INVENTORY
SEXUAL CONDUCT (continued)
we are likely to gamble again as the casino serves as our most
comfortable place to escape from shame.
You shouldn’t worry at this point about having to make amends for
any of this behavior. That process is something we don’t have to
deal with until the 9th step. By that time, you will have acquired
several new tools, so this process won’t seem so overwhelming. It
is imperative that you stay in the present and only focus on this
Fourth Step and not allow yourself to develop any fears about future
steps. This is why we work them one at a time and in order.
Note – this is an area where frequently members prefer to share and
work with a member of their own gender. If your sponsor is a
different gender and this makes you uncomfortable, it is perfectly
OK to seek out another Recovery Road Online member, trusted
friend, therapist, spiritual advisor etc. to work this part of your
inventory. Your sponsor should certainly understand.
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MORAL INVENTORY
Worksheet 4C - SEXUAL CONDUCT
Who did I hurt by
my sex conduct?

What exactly did I What part of
do that caused
myself motivated
this harm?
my conduct?

What feelings did I What were my
likely cause in the character defects
person I harmed? that I displayed in
this situation?

INSTRUCTIONS:
The format for this worksheet is similar to the previous ones. All five
columns need to be filled out for this worksheet. We recommend
that you either make copies of this page, draw five columns on a
piece of paper or use a spreadsheet on your computer to create the
columns. It is suggested that you do this worksheet vertically instead
of horizontally, i.e. complete all of Column One before you move on
to Column Two and complete that column before you move on to
Column Three, etc.
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Worksheet 4C - SEXUAL CONDUCT
Who did I hurt by
my sex conduct?

What exactly did I What part of
do that caused
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this harm?
my conduct?
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WHO DID I HURT BY MY SEX CONDUCT?
COLUMN ONE – For this column, simply list all of the other people
you harmed as a result of your sex conduct. If you are unsure
whether they should be included in your list, go ahead and include
them. Your list might only have one or two people, or it could be
twenty or thirty. There is no right number. The point is that when you
are done there is no one else that you can think of that may have
been harmed by your sex conduct.
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Worksheet 4C - SEXUAL CONDUCT
Who did I hurt by
my sex conduct?

What exactly did I What part of
do that caused
myself motivated
this harm?
my conduct?

What feelings did I What were my
likely cause in the character defects
person I harmed? that I displayed in
this situation?

WHAT EXACTLY DID I DO
THAT CAUSED THIS HARM?
COLUMN TWO – After you have finished column One, go ahead
and list next to the name in the second column exactly what it is that
you did to cause the harm.
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Worksheet 4C - SEXUAL CONDUCT
Who did I hurt by
my sex conduct?

What exactly did I What part of
do that caused
myself motivated
this harm?
my conduct?

What feelings did I What were my
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WHAT PART OF MYSELF
MOTIVATED MY CONDUCT?
COLUMN THREE – What part of you motivated this behavior? Was
it simply lust? Was it your sense of security? Were you just seeking
revenge because your pride was hurt?
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Who did I hurt by
my sex conduct?

What exactly did I What part of
do that caused
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WHAT FEELINGS DID I LIKELY CAUSE
IN THE PERSON I HARMED?
COLUMN FOUR – While we can never truly know another person’s
feelings, what do you believe the other person felt? Was it betrayal,
anger, jealousy?
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Who did I hurt by
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WHAT WERE MY CHARACTER DEFECTS
THAT I DISPLAYED IN THIS SITUATION?
COLUMN FIVE – List the character defect you exhibited in Column
Four. Were you lustful, dishonest, selfish, judgmental, arrogant,
short tempered, envious, greedy, lazy, etc.?
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MORAL INVENTORY
When you finish, the worksheet might look something as this:

Worksheet 4C - SEXUAL CONDUCT
Who did I hurt by
my sex conduct?

What exactly did I What part of
do that caused
myself motivated
this harm?
my conduct?

What feelings did I What were my
likely cause in the character defects
person I harmed? that I displayed in
this situation?

Mary – college
girlfriend

Slept with her
roommate.

Lust, Pride

Betrayal

Dishonest
Selfish
Lustful

Bill - coworker

Flirted with his wife. Lust, Pride
Disrespected his
marriage.

Anger
Jealousy

Selfish
Arrogant
Lustful

Karen – Bill’s wife

Flirted with her.
Disrespected her
marriage.

Confusion
Fear

Selfish
Arrogant
Lustful

My wife

Ignored her sexual Self-Esteem – trying Betrayal
needs because I
to win back money Loneliness
was gambling.
Frustration
Fear

Lust, Pride

Dishonest
Selfish
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MORAL INVENTORY
SEXUAL CONDUCT (continued)
As you can see from the examples, the sex conduct does not
actually have to necessarily even involve a sexual act. The point is
“who were we hurting and how were we dishonest through our
sexual conduct?”
It is time to move on to the next section – Financial Harms.

